MEANTIME SUNDIAL WITH A CONE GNOMON
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 16 June 2006
By Hendrik Hollander

Basic principles of the mean time sundial with a cone gnomon
On the sundial plane the hour lines and date lines are present. These lines look very similar to a regular
sundial. Also a shadow casting cone is present. The central axis of the cone is parallel to the earth axis.
One can see the shadow of the left side of the cone and the right side of the cone separately. It is
marked on the sundial for which period of the year you have to use the shadow of which side of the
cone.
Look at the date line of today and look at the shadow of the correct side of the cone. Read the mean
time on the date line.
Below you will find the mathematical background of the mean time (or clock time) sundial with a
cone gnomon.
The connection between the longitude of the sun, the declination of the sun and date lines on a sundial
As regularly done by dailists we use multiple 30 degrees (or even better, multiple 10 degrees) of the
longitude (λ) of the sun to mark the date. The seasons are marked by λ=0˚ for spring, λ=90˚ for
summer, λ=180˚ for autumn and λ=270˚ for winter. Often the lines of the multiple λ=30˚ are marked
with the zodiac signs.
In general each declination of the sun has two λ’s associated. One for the period of the winter solstice
to the summer solstice (λw-s ) and one for the periode of the summer solstice to the winter solstice (λsw). For instance the line for spring and autumn is the same line (declination of the sun is 0˚) and has λws = 0˚ and λs-w = 180˚ associated. In general λw-s and λs-w are related by:

λw− s = 180 ο − λs − w

with λs − w ∈ [90 ο ,270ο ]

notice that λw-s and λs-w represent the same declination of the sun and therefore represent one “date
line” on a standard sundial with a gnomon. We are now to build a mean time (or clock time) sundial
with the same “date lines”.
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The algorithm of the mean time/clock time sundial
Follow these steps:
1. Choose a valid combination of λw-s and λs-w
2. Associate λw-s to the shadow of one side of the cone and λs-w to the other side
(see further for a good suggestion on this choice)
3. Choose a moment in mean time or clock time
4. Calculate the shadow lines for this moment and the λ’s of both sides of the cone
(formula’s are presented below)
5. Calculate the intersection of the 2 shadow lines
6. Mark this point on the sundial plane, this point is part of the hour line of the time chosen in
step 3 and is also part of the “date line” associated with λw-s and λs-w
7. repeat step 1 to 6 many times for different λw-s and λs-w and different moments and connect
these points to hour lines and date lines
Addendum Step 2.
I developed these algorithms during February 2006. During the very nice discussions I had with Fred
Sawyer about this subject it was suggested by Fred to associate the λ’s in such a way that the shadow
of the cone will always intersect the date lines. This makes the sundial very user friendly and this
concept is incorporated in the algorithm ever since.
To force this, one has to associate the period that the sun I fast in respect to mean time (or clock time)
to the left side of the cone with the sun behind you.
Calculation of the cone
The central axis of the cone should be parallel to the earth axis and therefore, in general, it is oblique
to the plane of the sundial. The cone can be drawn on a flat paper, cut out and put together to the 3
dimensional shape.
Defining:
h : the length of central axis of the cone from the sundial plane to the apex
γ : the apex half angle
φ : the angle between the cone axis and the sundial plane
(φ = 90 means the cone axis is perpendicular to the sundial plane)
(for horizontal sundials φ can be interpreted as the latitude)
In polar coordinates (r,θ) the cone can be plotted with:

r=

h
cos(γ ) + sin(γ ) tan(90 − ϕ ) cos(

θ
sin(γ )

)

using
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θ ∈ [0 , 2π sin(γ )]
an example of a unfolded cone is shown here
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The basis of the cone is an ellipse
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To be able to draw the ellipse in the sundial plane where the cone will be mounted we define further:
q : the distance between the hart of the sundial (where the cone axis intersects the sundial plane)
and the centre point of the ellipse
the ellipse itself:
2

2

 x  y
  +   =1
a b
we notice that:
the apex of the cone is located at

xapex = h cos(ϕ ) + q
z apex = h sin(ϕ )

and

h sin(γ )
h sin(γ )
+
2 sin(ϕ − γ ) 2 sin(ϕ + γ )
h sin(γ )
q =a−
2 sin(ϕ + γ )

a=

b = ha tan(γ )

1
a − q2
2

The apex of the cone will cast a shadow by a sunbeam at a certain time and declination of the sun.
This shadow point of the apex can be calculated with standard methods for sundials with a gnomon.
Defining this shadow point as (P1, P2), we notice that this point will be part of the shadow line of the
cone. Also the shadow line will be tangent to the ellipse. Let this shadow line be

( y − P2 ) = ( x − P1 )r
it can be shown that
2

r=

2

− P1 P2 ± (a 2 P2 +b 2 P1 − a 2 b 2 )
2

(a 2 − P1 )
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It must be checked that (P1, P2) is outside the ellipse which can be done with:
2

2

 x  y
  +   ≥1
a b
One has to distinguish between the shadow of the left and right side of the cone with the sun behind
you. This can be done with:

if sign( P1 ) = sign( P2 ) ⇒ left shadow line is the smallest | r |
if sign( P1 ) = − sign( P2 ) ⇒ left shadow line is the lar gest | r |

I want to thank Fred Sawyer (president of the North American Sundial Society) for his support and
good suggestions on the algorithm (see above) and also Fer de Vries (secretary of the Dutch Sundial
Society “de Zonnewijzerkring”) for his support and checks on the algorithms.
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